[Handwritten letter]

Dr Orr

Dear Bill:

You will receive copy of letter I have just written to Mrs Talbot. Use it for Radio, K.B, Biola Chimes or in any other way you please. Dr Bauman is writing of the trip to his Dad & has given instructions to send you a copy of all he writes. When you edit Dr. Bauman's copies, just reverse the names because we had these experiences together. In like manner, Paul has requested that anything I write of interest be sent to his Dad in Washington. In this manner we shall get each others viewpoint & will have all the data. Will be sending you the manuscript on Japan in a few days. Will use it for movie, but maybe could re-caste [Supposed word] it for an article!

Tomorrow will write on Bangkok. That was an exceedingly interesting place. We are now at Mr Bob William mission station – some 75 miles or more up the river. We leave early tomorrow morning for the three days journey remaining. The jungle is very thick & quiet. Just had a meal of wild pig – pretty tough. He must have been one of the early settlers in these parts. Geologists would be interested in his meat as well as bones. It seems that wild pig is plentiful here also parrots – abundance great numbers beside tropical fruit. One is never lonely here – the mosquitos are always with you. One would think I had diverse desease[sic]. Am enclosing this note with my wives [sic] letter to save the precious stationary of these dear missionaries. (over)
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A mosquito just bit Paul Bauman and it dropped dead. I wish I would effect them that way. I guess my anatomy must be very choice. Remember me to Russ. Tell him that I am asking that he be given sustaining grace as he writes that big cheque for the film. As ever

Louie